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SCHOENBERG/KANDINSKY SYMPOSIUM AND
THE ACADEMY OF LIGHT

ANNOUNCING:
LEONARDO
ELECTRONIC
ALMANAC

In January 1993, the Netherlands Royal Conservatory
and the Municipal Museum of the Hague held an international symposium devoted to the comparative
analysis of the creative works of two artists who have
become twentieth-century symbols-composer Arnold
Schoenberg and painter WassilyKandinsky.The "synthetic" ideas of the artists were emphasized in the
event, which highlighted the interaction of music and
painting. The symposium was timed to occur with the
celebration of the opening of 25 new studios and workshops for students of the electronic arts department
and the Conservatory Music Theatre. The celebration
also marked the opening of the international Academy
of Light-with presentations by those whose work today embodies the spirit of the painting and music-synthesis of Kandinsky and Schoenberg.
Speakers included the following: from Holland:
Frans Evers, Konrad Boehmer, Laurens v.d. Heijden,
HansJanssen, Job Ijzerman; from Germany: Albrecht
Dumling, Klaus Kropfinder; from the United States:
Reinhold Brinkmann, Kurt W. Forster; from Russia:
Irina Vanechkina and Bulat Galeyev.
In the Art Gallery and hall, where Kandinsky's pictures are exhibited, the Conservatory students performed Schoenberg's PierrotLunaire.In the
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Conservatory's Great Hall, Schoenberg's monodrama
Die glucklicheHand was presented with the original
availablefree to Leonardosubscribers
and for $25.00/year to nonsubstage set and light-musical synthesis elements. The author of this review showed two musical videotapes that
scribers. Send orders via e-mailto
Please in<journals-orders@mit.edu>.
highlighted Kandinsky's pictures. In addition, a videoclude fullmailingaddress or account
tape of the recent Moscow stage performance of Der
number,telephone and fax numbers,
glebeKlangby Kandinsky and A. Schnittke (with a drama ensemble headed by G. Matskyavichyus)was
and e-mailaddress. Nonsubscribers
shown.
shouldsend VISA/MasterCard
informaOne evening the guests were given tours of the new
tion as well.
electronic music studios in the Conservatory and of
Send editorialsubmissionsto
the most ancient and newest musical instruments in
<craig@well.sf.ca.us>.Send news (50
the Museum in the Hague. The place of honour in this
words)of your professionalactivities
for publicationto <mma@garnet.berke- exposition was occupied by the "Thermenvox," produced in the pre-waryears in the United States by the
ley.edu>.
company founded by compatriot Lev Termen. Meeting
participants enjoyed a pleasant surprise when 97-yearold Termen himself, along with his daughter Natalia,
performed several pieces on the Thermenvox. Termen
took part in the Academy of Light's opening celebration as guest of honour in recognition of the fact that,
in addition to electronic music, he was engaged in the
design of light-musical devices in the 1920s and 1930s.
(In the United States, he conducted these experiments
with Albert Einstein.) The Academy of Light is an unofficial organization, working in the "invisible college"
mode, and it is intended to unite everyone engaged in
music and light synthesis all over the world.
From the United States, Bill Moritz and Elfriede
Fischinger reported on the light-musical films by
Oskar Fischinger, and gave a concert with their lightinstrument, the "lumograph."Videotapes of light-musical concerts of Christian Sidenius, also of the United
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Symposium...
Schoenberg/Kandinsky

States, were shown in his absence. The director of the
performance of Die glucklicheHand, Dick Raaijmekers,
and light-artist Christa van Santen represented the
Netherlands. Gustav Metzger, light-designer of famous
rock-band ensembles, demonstrated in detail the technical methods he uses in his artistic practice. In addition to Termen, Russia was represented by my
presentation of a documentary film about the works
of SKB "Prometheus." F. Evers and Babeth M. Vanloo
took part in the planning and preparation of the academic program.
The whole event ended with a "round table" devoted to interdisciplinary problems of art education, with
discussion of the question: "Arethe utopian ideas of
Schoenberg, who in 1942 proposed to establish a
'School for Soundmen,' and of Moholy Nagy, who described at the same time the contours of an 'Academy
of Light,' a reality now?"Such meetings give us hope
that today these ideas have indeed become reality.
BULATM. GALEYEV
KAI,SKB "Prometheus"
K. MarksStr., 10
Kazan, 420111
Russia

BEHRS RECEIVE LINDBERGH GRANT
Leonardoauthors Marion R. Behr and Omri Behr [1]
of ElectroEtch Enterprises, Edison, NewJersey, U.S.A.,
received a 1993 Lindbergh Grant from the Charles A.
Lindbergh Fund for their project entitled "Electronically Controlled Art Etching: Improving Artist Safety

and Eliminating Hazardous Waste."
Given in the name of the famed flyer and conservationist, Lindbergh Grants are presented annually to
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Even less widely known, but importantfor what it tells of man and
novelty, is thefact that historicallythefirst discoveryof useful materials,
machines orprocesseshas almost always been in the decorativearts,
and was not donefor a perceivedpractical purpose. Necessityis NOT
the motherof invention-only of improvement.A man desperately
searchingfor a weapon orfood is in no moodfor discovery;he can only
exploit what is already known to exist. Discoveryrequiresaesthetically
motivated curiosity, not logic,for new things can acquire validity only
by interaction with an environment that has yet to be....
-Cyril Stanley Smith, "On Art, Invention and Technology,"
Leonardo10, No. 2, 144 (1977).
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lems associatedwith the chemicals. It is hoped that further development and adaptation of this new process will
enable artistsand students to pursue an art form which is
presently restrictedto locations with expensive ventilation
systemsand acid disposal facilities."
Over the years the Lindbergh grants have become
known as highly sought-afterawards,often supporting innovativeideas and young researchers,and providing
"seedmoney"for larger,long-term projectswith farreaching applications. Manypeople remember Charles
Lindbergh chiefly for his historic flight from New Yorkto
Paris;however,the Fund is committed to promoting the
vision exemplified in the nearly 50 years after the flight,
which Lindbergh spent making substantialcontributions
in fields ranging from aeronautic research and natural resource conservation to biomedical research, exploration
and wildlife preservation.
To receive a 1995 grant application form, write or call
the CharlesA. Lindbergh Fund, 708 So. 3rd St., Suite
110, Minneapolis, MN 55415, U.S.A. Tel: (612)338-1703.
Note
1. See Omri M. Behr and Marion R. Behr, "Etching and Tone Creation
Using Low-VoltageAnodic Electrolysis,"Leonardo26, No. 1 (1993).
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Electronic PictureBooks
The Exploration in Education (ExInEd) program of the
Special Studies Office (SSO) at the Space Telescope
Science Institute is developing a series of multimedia educational publications called Electronic PictureBooks,
which are authored by space scientists,engineers and astronauts. The goal of ExInEd in publishing these worksis
to find new waysto relate space science and exploration
to basic teaching and learning, and to expand the space
community's abilityto reach out to teachers, students and
the public at large.
These Electronic PictureBooksrun on Macintosh computers, and each contains text, full-color images and navigational features to assistthe reader.The ExInEd
program is also in the process of developing CD-ROMs
(both Mac-and IBM-compatible),which will contain
whole librariesof Electronic PictureBooks.
The growing list of Electronic PictureBook titles includes: GemsofHubble,EndeavourViewsofEarth,TheWorld
Factbook,
MagellanHighlightsof Venus,Imagesof Mars,
ScientificResultsof theGHRS,Terrestrial
ImpactCraters,
Volcanic
FeaturesofHawaii and OtherWorlds,and TheImpact
thatEndedin theMesozoic
Era.
Catastrophe
Current Electronic PictureBooksare now availableon
disk from the Astronomical Society of the Pacific (Tel:
415-337-2624). They can also be downloaded from SSO's
electronic bulletin board (Tel: 410-516-4880),from the
commercial networkAmerica On-Line, and via the
Internet using anonymous ftp to host address <stsci.edu>.
For detailed instructions on how to download an
Electronic PictureBook, how to find out more about this
program or how to author an Electronic PictureBook,
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please write directly to ExInEd, c/o Special Studies
Office, Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San
Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218, U.S.A.
ROBERTA. BROWN
ExInEd

LeonardoAuthor Ronald R. Brown
In 1992, Binney & Smith (Easton, PA), makers of
Liquitex paint and Crayolas,awardedRonald R. Brown
[1] for a construction having apartheid as the subject
matter.Brown exhibited severalof his artworksat a
gallery'sEarth Day celebration and was one of more than
40 sculptorsfeatured in a videotape presented at the
International Sculpture Center's Biennial convention in
Philadelphia [2]. He also presented his ideas at the Small
ComputersArt Network (SCAN) conference in
Philadelphia.
In 1993, Brown presented a paper explaining his artistic approach at the Fourth Biennial Arts and Technology
Symposiumat Connecticut College. His work was exhibited at Allentown College of Saint Francisde Sales (Center
Valley,PA) and at Pacific Lutheran University(Tacoma,
WA) for the "ButIs It Art? ... Currentsin Electronic
Imaging"exhibition. For more information, contact
Ronald R. Brown, 569 Lake WarrenRoad, Upper Black
Eddy,PA 18972, U.S.A.
Notes
1. See Ronald R. Brown, "The Use of the Knight's Tour to Create
Abstract Art," Leonardo25, No. 1, 55-58 (1992). Ronald R. Brown's art
and music ideas also were mentioned in Clifford A. Pickover, Mazesforthe
Mind (St. Martin's Press, 1992) pp. 204-205.
2. Each of the artistsutilize the computer in their work in some way.The
videotape was produced by sculptors Rob Fisher and David Smalley,with
grants from the ISC and Connecticut College. The videotape, TheComputer:
A Toolfor Sculptors,can be obtained from the ISC, Washington, D.C.
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Computerkunst/Computer Art in Germany
The Museum der Stadt Gladbeck has been working
with computer art for several years through its biannual international competitions and expositions (wandering shows). The museum places emphasis on the
documentation of developments and artists [1] and is
building up a collection of artworks, particularly computer graphics and objects. The next competition
(with an award of 5000 DM) will be held in May 1994.
The museum is a member of Leonardo/ISAST, ISEA
(International Society for the Electronic Arts,
Groningen) and GEK (Gesellschaft fur Elektronische
Kunst, Cologne).
For information and applications, contact Wolfgang
Schneider (Director), Museum der Stadt Gladbeck,
Burgstrasse 64/Wasserschloss Wittringen, D 45 964
Gladbeck, Germany.
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Note
1. The museum's computer-art catalogues include: Computerkunst
'86 (ISBN 3-923815-10-7); Computerkunst
'88 (ISBN 3-923815-15-8);
'90 (ISBN 3-923815-20-4); Computerkunst
'92 (ISBN 3Computerkunst
923815-26-3).

Encounters in the Solar Spectrum: The Nicoloffs
Leonardoauthors Alex and Martha Nicoloff create moving images of light and shadow in an environment illuminated by the solar spectrum [1]. From among a
profusion of reflection and refraction, unexpected
color-forms emerge that have strong evocative power.
The Nicoloffs document the continuous changes of
these color-forms in video with spontaneous improvisations generating order from their chaotic origin. These
appearances are often sustained indefinitely, dissolving
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and re-emerging until they disappear or crash. At
other times in another mode, a geometric theme is dislocated and reconstituted to eventually become a colorful web for fragments approaching dissolution.
The two perspectiveshave been sometimes identified
as aleatory and stochastic.Electronic music chosen for its
capacityto arouse visual association provides the opportunity for further integration through post-productionediting. The result the Nicoloffs aspire to is a poetic fusion of
luminous spectral color-formsand evocativesound.
For more information, contact Alex and Martha
Nicoloff, 1729 Virginia Street, Berkeley,CA 94703, U.S.A.
Note
1. See Alex Nicoloff and Martha Nicoloff, "Reflections on Refractions:
Kinetic Light-Painting-Musicin the Solar Spectrum," Leonardo25, No. 2,
159-161 (1992).

LeonardoAuthor Timothy Binkley
Timothy Binkley [1] is chair of the graduate program
in computer art at the School of Visual Arts, New York,
and also director of the Institute for Computers in the
Arts, New York.He is currently working on a book, The
VirtualRealityofDigital Culture,to be published by
Oxford University Press, and recently published
SymmetryStudio (1992), a textbook companion to his
SymmetryStudiosoftware for textiles, wall-coverings,
floor coverings and mathematical applications. Binkley
has recently exhibited his interactive computer installations at SIGGRAPH'93, Ars Electronica '92,
Videobrasil International Videofestival (1992), Digital
Jambalaya, New York (1992) and Image du Futur,
Montreal (1993), among others. For more information, contact Timothy Binkley, Institute for Computers
in the Arts, School of Visual Arts, 209 East 23rd Street,
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New York, NY 10010, U.S.A.
Note
1. Timothy Binkley, "Digital Dilemmas," Digital Image-Digital Cinema,
SIGGRAPH'90 Art Show Catalog, LeonardoSupplemental Issue (1990).

Im Banne der Angst
The fall of 1992 saw the publication of a new book by
I. Eibl-Eibsfeldt and Ch. Siitterlin, Im Banne derAngst
(Munich: Piper Verlag, 1992) (495 pp.). For more information, contact Christa Siitterlin, Humanethologie
M.P.G., D-82346 Erling, Germany.
Leonardowould like to know what our authors and
members are up to! Send your news to Leonardo
Author/Member News, Leonardo/ISAST, 672 South
Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94110, U.S.A.
Fax: 415-431-5737.
E-mail: <isast@garnet.berkeley.edu>.
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